Michael J Tamura
World-Renown Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant Visionary,
Co-Host of Living The Miracle Radio
& Author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER

Saturday, Sept. 17 & Sunday, Sept. 18, 2022

✩ Psychic Tools ✩
for
Living Your Creative Soul Life Now!
A Special 4-Part Zoom Seminar
Plus Bonus Zoom Q&A Social Weekend Event!

Acceptance & Change
Psychic Tools For Creating Healing In Relationships
Saturday, September 1
9 AM - 11 AM Paci c / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central Europea
✩

You’re Never Too Late
Psychic Tools For Creating A Fresh Start

Saturday, September 1
12 PM - 2 PM Paci c / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central Europea
✩

Pulling Miracles Out of Thin Air
Psychic Tools For Creating A New Solution

Sunday, September 18
9 AM - 11 AM Paci c / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central Europea
✩

Seeing Where You’re Going
Psychic Tools For Creating Your Next Step

Sunday, September 18
12 PM - 2 PM Paci c / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central Europea
+ PLUS +

A Bonus Zoom Post-Seminar Q&A, Talk-Story & “Ice Cream Social”
with

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura
Sunday, September 1
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2:30 PM - 5:00 PM Paci c / 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Eastern / 11:30 PM - 2:00 AM Central Europea

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls,
Have you’ve been wanting to do something different or even do things differently than you’ve been
doing? Whatever your objective may be, the important thing is to notice that something that’s been
within you is surfacing into your conscious awareness more. It’s not unlike a seed that you planted
in your garden a while back is starting to sprout and break through the dirt. That something within
you that’s starting to sprout is your inner creative life. It’s your creative re or life force getting ready
for expression in your life here in the world!
Your body is not the source of that creative power or life force. That is within you, the spirit. It’s
within your psychic self—your soul self—that creativity resides. And your creativity has no limits in
spirit. You only begin to notice the stirring of your creativity as you become ready to express the
next level of your life in the world. Many people tend to rst notice that initial expression of their
creative power as some kind of newly ignited desire, especially in the form of wanting to do
something. You might initially interpret that as wanting some kind of change in your life and
experience, perhaps do something new or do what you’ve been doing in a different way. At rst,
you might think you’re wanting to do something but may not know exactly what it is that you’d like
to do. You might have thoughts pop up like, maybe I’ll redecorate my livingroom or reorganize my
of ce or try a new hairstyle or update my wardrobe. Or you might nd yourself considering a move
or change of scenery or a new career. Whatever it might be, behind it you’d nd that itch, that
impulse, that energy that seems to be growing from within you to do something new or different.
If you ignore that growing ame of inner creativity, not only will it continue to get bigger and more
powerful, since it is your creative power, you’ll most likely end up creating what you don’t want in
your life by default, rather than proactively creating what would help you ful ll more of your
purpose for incarnating here in the rst place. When you start experiencing that inner “push”, you
could say your creativity and a new part of your life is getting ready to be birthed!
Surprise! Perhaps, you didn’t even know you were pregnant! Hahaha… And it de nitely doesn’t
matter if you’re a woman or a man because the life you are needing to birth into this world is of the
undivided oneness of your inner spirit. It’s neither feminine nor masculine. It’s your immortal and
limitless soul that is getting ready to express another aspect of your inner psychic life outwardly. It’s
actually a cause for joyous celebration, not for consternation, worry, anxiety, or stress, just because
you might not know exactly what it is that you want or need to do. Discovering that and deciding
what you’d like to do next is the really fun part. It’s like being given the gift of a brand new blank
canvas to paint for an artist or a carte blanche to make whatever movie you envision as a lmmaker.
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So, to help you enjoy living more of your creative soul life here on earth, we decided to offer you
four new Zoom classes to discover and learn important psychic tools to use to create healing in all
manners of relationships and to help you create a fresh start for new opportunities, a new solution
to problems and situations you may have found challenging, and to create your next steps in any
endeavor in your life. Sound good? Well, you’re invited to join us in all or any of the four 2-hour

Zoom classes we’re offering during the weekend of Saturday, September 17th and Sunday, September
18th. Not only that, but anyone taking at least one of the classes during the weekend event can join
us for our ever-popular bonus gift Zoom Q&A, Talk-Story and Social right after the last class on
Sunday to top off learning about and celebrating expressing your creativity as an incarnated soul!
If you scroll down past this letter, you can read a short description of what’s offered in each of the
four zoom classes and the bonus Q&A. We’re both looking forward to seeing you for this new set of
remote classes!
May the Light of Truth continue to illuminate your path of awakening.
With gratitude, love, and joyous celebration,

Michael
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
9/17 Saturday 9 AM - 11 AM (PT) / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European
TSW22-9 ZC1-Acceptance & Change
Psychic Tools For Creating Healing In Relationships
A relationship is the way in which two or more people or things are connected to each other. That
makes everything any of us experience in life a relationship, doesn’t it? Without relating, we don’t
have an experience. So being aware of our relationships with everyone and everything in our lives is
essential our well being and growth. For that reason, we’ll begin with this class on how you can
create healing in any and all your relationships in life. If you are interested in doing anything in your
life, it begins with healing your relationships. Healing your relationships in turn depends on how
you relate to everyone and everything. Before you can make any changes in your life, you need to
accept things just the way they are. That is the secret of changing anything in your life, especially for
the better. In this class, you’ll learn about the nature of relationships, how to bring about more
enjoyable and bene cial relationships, and the simple, but powerful psychic tools that you can
apply everyday to help you create the healing you need in your relationships.
9/17 Saturday 12 PM - 2 PM (PT) / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
TSW22-9 ZC2-You’re Never Too Late
Psychic Tools For Creating A Fresh Start
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There is no time in Spirit. Therefore, for you as an immortal, timeless soul incarnated in this world,
it’s never too late for starting something new or different. All too often people fall prey to thoughts
that they are too old to start something new or that they’ve done certain things for so long that they
won’t be able to do other things or things in a brand new way. Yet, that is never true for you because

you are a fully creative spiritual being—you are capable of creating whatever it is that you need to
create here. You just have to decide and get started.
In this class, you’ll learn about what a fresh start in your life really is and how you can create such a
new start regardless of your age, talents, or experience. You’ll learn to look at a blank canvas in your
life as a gift rather than a problem or something to worry about and some valuable psychic tools to
help you with the process of creating any kind of a fresh start—like kick-starting a new part of your
life!
9/18 Sunday 9 AM - 11 AM (PT) / 12 PM - 2 PM Eastern / 6 PM - 8 PM Central European
TSW22-9 ZC3-Pulling Miracles Out of Thin Air
Psychic Tools For Creating A New Solution
What do you do when you’ve tried everything you know to do and you still can’t solve what’s
bothering you? Well, it’s time you remind yourself that you are a most powerfully creative being!
You are able to create new solutions to even the old problems that have been plaguing you for
years. Once you get the hang of creating a clean slate and a fresh start, you can drop trying to
rehash what’s already been done without success and pull at least a miracle or two out of thin air.
Why settle for barely getting by when you can create something wonderful and much more ful lling
for yourself? That’s what you’ll learn to do in this fascinating and illuminating class on creating new
solutions. You’ll also learn the psychic tools to use to help you simplify that creative process, have
more success with it, and enjoy it much more.
9/18 Sunday 12 PM - 2 PM (PT) / 3 PM - 5 PM Eastern / 9 PM - 11 PM Central European
TSW22-9 ZC4-Seeing Where You’re Going
Psychic Tools For Creating Your Next Step
If you hope to get to where you’re going in your life, you have to somehow see where you are going
—even if you are physically unable to use your eyes! Yes, every successful technically blind person
saw where they were going in their lives very clearly—with their mind’s eye. In this fun third-eyeopening class, you’ll learn about what “seeing” really means and why you have to clearly see where
you are headed, if you hope to successfully reach your destination. You’ll also learn the necessary
psychic tools to help you set your trajectory in your life and help you create your next step in any
area of your life. Take the guesswork out of what to do next and have fun creating what ful lls you
on a profound level.
9/18 Sunday 2:30 PM - 5:00 PM (PT) / 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Eastern / 11:30 PM - 2:00 AM Central
European
TSW22-9 ZC5-Bonus Zoom Post-Class Q&A, Talk-Story & “Ice Cream” Social
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After we teach all four of the Zoom classes in this weekend event, we invite anyone who
participated in at least one of the Zoom classes during the weekend to join us for our fun and
enlightening Q&A, Talk-Story, and Social time via Zoom. We affectionately call it our “ice cream

social” because you can certainly have your favorite cup of hot tea or a scoop or two of your
favored ice cream, dairy or non-dairy, to enjoy during this session. It’s an important time after the
experiential psychic classes in which you go through accelerated learning and growth to have a
time to relax, communicate, and enjoy the company of kindred, loving souls. It’s a time that many
class participants wish to ask speci c questions regarding what they learned in the classes as well as
a time for several people to share a particular experience or two they had in the class. Many
students may choose to simply enjoy listening to the others, but it’s a great time for everyone to start
integrating in a safe space some of what they learned, before they set out back into the hub-bub of
their worldly life. Whether you take all the classes or any of them, this weekend event will surely
impact you deeply in expanding your awareness and living more of your soul life every day.

CALL NOW TO SIGN-UP: 530-926-265
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https://www.michaeltamura.com/events
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